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Immortal Kellan Ladd has spent centuries looking for the one woman who can put an end to his

immortality. But that woman has no idea of her monumental task. Or how much this rebel knight's

attraction to her will complicate his mission. McKenna Randall thought the leatherclad, Harleyriding

stranger was the sexiest man she had ever met. From the minute they touched, she knew they were

connected. Now she's about to find out just how tightly bound they are when they must go

head-to-head with a nest of deadly vampires.
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A long time ago, a group called The Seven was formed and these immortals have lived for

centuries. The oath they pledged to keep a sacred relic safe is being fulfilled, and now they also

protect humans from Others whose intent is great harm. But one of them is ready for his long life to

end, and his latest mission is to achieve this personal goal. The legend behind Galahad is cleverly

interwoven into the fascinating paranormal story created by Linda Thomas-Sundstrom, where myths

about the noble knight of the Round Table become even more intriguing when he battles

supernatural creatures. IMMORTAL REDEEMED is truly unforgettable because of its

groundbreaking originality.An immortal now known as Kellan Ladd has watched over humanity for

many years, but the responsibility has left him weary and ready for his life to finally be over. There

are six others like him, and each has carried out the obligations given to them after becoming Blood

Knights. Though Kellan has diligently followed the vows he once made, he thinks the time has come



for locating the only person who can make it possible for him to not live any longer. He is now on a

mission to find this individual without letting any of the other Blood Knights know his

decision.Helping people brings McKenna Randall much satisfaction, and when she could not remain

a cop because of an unfortunate incident, she became a nurse. One night after a grueling shift in

the ER ends, she feels strangely drawn to a guy on a motorcycle outside the hospital and goes to

speak with him. There seems to be something about the man that makes McKenna want to be

around him though she knows it is unwise. Kellan plans to discover if she is the person who holds

the secret to his future.
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